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B
lack holes are in the news, and I could
hardly be more excited. As phenomena in
our universe go, these are about the

strangest. Now we have pulsars and supernovas
and fast radio bursts out there, and each of them
defies the imagination in different ways. But
black holes first fascinated me for this reason:
they were theoretically conjectured before we
actually managed to detect them.

They are in the news because three scientists
have shared this year’s Nobel Prize in Physics for
their work on black holes. Roger Penrose gets
half for showing that black holes must exist — as
Albert Einstein’s general theory of relativity pre-
dicted. Andrea Ghez and Reinhard Genzel share
the other half for their discovery of a vast black
hole not particularly far from us, as celestial dis-
tances go: it’s at the centre of our Milky Way gal-
axy.

But what does it mean to predict that black
holes exist?

Or let’s start by wondering, just what is a black
hole? I explored that in this space some years ago
(“Stop the world and let me off”, 16 February
2012), but with this Nobel news, let’s explore a
bit more.

We can think of a black hole as just another
celestial object, which is usually OK. But it is not
an object in the sense of being tangible, or even
visible. It has no “surface” or “boundary” like the
Earth, and the Sun do. Consider it, instead, as a
certain volume of empty space that has a gravity
all its own. I realize that’s hard to imagine, but if
you follow the logic of its birth, it makes com-
plete sense. 

The thing is, that particular region of space
used to contain a more tangible object — a star.
The star collapsed on itself, succumbing to its
own gravitational attraction. This is a vicious
cycle because the star’s contraction strength-
ened its gravitational power, and that pulled the
material in even more. This “gravitational col-
lapse” of the star eventually could not be
stopped, and the material making up the star fell
below what’s known to black hole theorists as an
“absolute event horizon”. And it is this horizon
that defines a black hole.

Again, this is not a horizon as you know it, nor

a neutron star.
Still not a black hole, though! Particularly

massive neutron stars — a few dozen times heav-
ier than our Sun, for example—are subject to
such extreme gravity that they contract still fur-
ther, to the point where the material in the star
falls below that absolute event horizon. Now,
none of it can escape. At this point, we have a
black hole.

 Newton’s theory of gravitation is no longer
able to explain this object’s behaviour. To under-
stand, physicists have to use Albert Einstein’s
general theory of relativity.

That’s beyond what I can put into this column,
but nevertheless, some broad brush strokes.
Einstein theorized the idea of spacetime, and
how it is like a vast canvas on which sit massive
objects like planets and stars. They bend the can-
vas to different degrees, depending on their
mass. Light, he predicted, would follow this cur-
vature of spacetime, and we have actually
observed this happening (look up “gravitational
lensing”). The more massive the object, the more
it “bends” light. And what if we have a black
hole? A passing ray of light bends towards it,
strays past that event horizon—and then?

Think of it like this: to escape the Earth’s grav-
ity and fly off into space, we would need to accel-
erate to the Earth’s “escape velocity”: about 11 km
per second. Anything slower, and we’d be stuck
to our planet (as you and I are). On larger Jupiter,
with its far stronger gravity, the escape velocity
is about 60 km per second. Well, what if we have
an object whose gravitational force is so strong
that its escape velocity is greater than the speed
of light, 300,000 km per second?

On such an object, not even light can escape.
Take a moment to grasp that. That, folks, is a
black hole.

In a 1973 lecture, Roger Penrose himself told
us about a “blue supergiant” star in the constella-
tion Cygnus, HDE 226868, which is about 30
times more massive than our Sun. What’s special
about this star, though, is not its size. Instead, it
orbits around a “mysterious companion” that’s
half its weight, but only about — get this — 50 km
across. That companion, Penrose suggested, is
a black hole.

Ghez and Genzel found something similar in
the Milky Way. About that, another time. But let
me leave you with this thought from Tom McLe-
ish, a professor at the University of York: “Pen-
rose, Genzel and Ghez together showed us that
black holes are awe-inspiring, mathematically
sublime, and actually exist.”

Spare some awe, today, for that sublimity.
Once a computer scientist, Dilip D’Souza now

lives in Mumbai and writes for his dinners. His
Twitter handle is @DeathEndsFun

a physical surface of any kind. This is a purely
mathematical construct that gives us the radius
of the black hole. Outside it, it is still possible for
objects to evade this once-star’s gravitational
tug. Inside that horizon, nothing at all can
escape. That’s a black hole.

But let’s take a step back to ask, how and why
would a star collapse like this? Take our Sun. It’s
now about 4.5 billion years old, and will proba-
bly shine for another 3 billion years. We know
enough about the evolution of stars to predict
what it will do when those years have passed. In
its death throes, it will first expand hugely, swal-
lowing up at least its first three planets—yes, that
means us on Earth—and perhaps Mars as well.
But this “red giant” phase won’t last. Broadly: As
its fuel starts running out, it will run out of the
energy that counteracts its gravity and keeps it
enormous. It contracts dramatically, pulled in by
its own gravity. The theory is that it will shrink to
become a “white dwarf”—about the size of the
Earth. Think of our entire Sun, with all its gases
and minerals, now packed into a globe one hun-
dredth its original diameter. Put it another way:
this is a body about 500,000 times heavier than
the Earth, now packed into an Earth-sized
sphere. What if you filled a matchbox with stuff
dug from this white dwarf? The stuff is so dense
that the little box will weigh several tonnes. You

can imagine just how
strong gravity would
be on this white
dwarf.

Why does the con-
traction stop at this
white dwarf stage?
Because of a law from
quantum mechanics,
Pauli’s Exclusion

Principle. This tells us that you cannot push
electrons closer together than a certain limit,
even with the enormous gravity of a white dwarf.
When that limit is reached, the star stays as a
white dwarf and then slowly cools down and
turns into another enormous but dead rock out
there.

But as strange as a white dwarf is, it is not a
black hole. The great physicist S. Chandrasekhar
asked: Is it possible that a star, more massive
than the Sun, might collapse on itself so much so
that its gravity will overcome even the force that
keeps electrons apart, implicit in Pauli’s Exclu-
sion Principle? His answer: Yes. It only needs to
be about 1.4 times heavier than the Sun — a num-
ber that’s known as the Chandrasekhar limit. A
star more massive than this will overwhelm the
Pauli Principle and compress till it is only a few
kilometres in diameter. Many million times
more dense than a white dwarf, this is known as
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force is so 
strong in a black 
hole that not 
even light can 
escape
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T
he Centre is prepar-
ing for  a  mass
immunization drive
in 2021, provided a
covid-19 vaccine is

ready by then. The initial steps
are based on a few assump-
tions, simply because there are
many unknowns, said K. Srin-
ath Reddy, president, Public
Health Foundation of India.
Edited excerpts from an inter-
view: 
What are the assumptions
as India prepares for the
immunization programme
for covid-19? 

The assumptions are that
we are going to
have a safe and
effective vaccine
and that we will get it soon.
While there are over 200 vac-
cine candidates at different
stages of development, nine
are in a fairly advanced stage.
We can expect some of them to
be successful. But there is no
assurance yet. Unless we see
the results, it would not be
proper to conclude that we are
definitely going to get a vac-
cine. Assuming we get a vac-
cine, the next question is
whether it is going to be an
India-developed vaccine or
internationally developed, for
which India is contracted for
manufacturing. That question
would determine how much of
the vaccine we will have access
to on our terms. For an inter-
nationally-developed vaccine,
it depends on how we negoti-
ate the contracts. 
If we do get the vaccine,
what will be the pecking
order for immunization?

There are groups where
there is no dispute—health
workers and other essential
workers, including the police,
armed forces, sanitary work-

ers, pilots and
airline crew,
train drivers, and

anyone involved in the trans-
port of essential goods. You
also have to include school
teachers. Then comes the
question of identifying people
who are at high risk. If you are
trying to protect the eld-
erly first,
those above
60 years and
people with
co-morbidi-
t i e s ,  i t  i s
going to be a
little tricky
because we
know that
people who
have illnesses
s u c h  a s
hypertension, diabetes, car-
diovascular and respiratory
diseases are not always aware
of it, or are not declared to the
health system. That does
introduce an element of ineq-
uity because people who are

more aware are likely to be
urban and educated, or rela-
tively affluent.

But what about the people
who are not detected by the
system yet? We may have to go
by the age criteria — above 60,
above 55, above 50, etc. There
is another tricky question. Are
you going to look at people
who are at risk or who are
spreading the virus the most?
If you turn the question on its
head, then the young will also

have to be immunized on a
p r i o r i t y
because they
are the virus
d i s s e m i n a -
tors.
What  ar e
some of the
other chal-
lenges?

Challenges
of distribu-
tion, keeping
supply chains

going and making sure there
are no stock-outs. But who will
administer? Asha workers are
not permitted to do that. Sup-
ply-chain logistics will be less
of the problem; human resour-
ces will be the larger problem.

Apart from essential 
workers, the young will 
also have to be immu-

nized on a priority 
because they are the 
virus disseminators.

K. Srinath Reddy
President, PHFI
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F
ashion and beauty cate-
gories are seen dominat-
ing consumer spending

when Flipkart, Amazon and
other top online retailers in
the country start their festive
season sales from Friday.

A consumer sentiment sur-
vey by management consult-
ing firm RedSeer showed that
as many as 80% consumers are
looking to spend on fashion
categories during the sales.
Out of this, 34% customers
plan to raise their spending on
fashion. In comparison, just
21% customers will consider
increasing their spending on
smartphones, according to the
report released on Thursday.

Flipkart, which kicks off its
Big Billion Days (BBD) sale on
Friday, has partnered more
than 100 brands to bring
2,000 fashion stores on to its
platform, serving customers in
more than 300 cities. The BBD
sale went live for Flipkart Plus
customers on Thursday.

Over the past months, the
Walmart-owned
company has also
partnered with
several value
fashion brands
such as Bata and
Max Fashion to
c a t e r  t o  t h e
changing budgets
of customers in
tier-II regions.

“We will continue to bridge
the gap between customers in
metros and tier-II+ regions,
where customers are seeking
the best of current fashion
trends, but have limited access
from a selection, range and
affordability perspective,” said
Flipkart in a statement. 

On the other end, Amazon
India has changed gears this
year to focus on a large group
of small and medium busi-
nesses (SMBs) to give a boost to
the seller market, while dou-

bling down on assortments via
this strategy.

Amazon India will kick off
its Great Indian Festival sale
on Saturday, with its Prime
members getting access to the
sale a day prior.

On an average, close to 90%
of consumers surveyed by
RedSeer said they will be
shopping during this festive
sale. An additional 10% cus-
tomers from metro cities are
also expected to shop online
during this year’s sales, it said.

While mobile phone sales
are expected to stay muted  in
the ₹12,000-15,000 price

range, fashion
consumers will
be willing to
spend  close to
₹5,000 on an
average, it said.

“This year, the
consumer senti-
ment says that
individuals might
not trade up for a

premium model, under the
smartphone category, and
focus on value brands. Also,
with supply chain constraints,
total dollar value of smart-
phone sales will not increase
much, while electronics and
appliances may do well,” said
Mrigank Gutgutia, director,
e-commerce, RedSeer.

The first festive sale event of
this year is expected to garner
a gross merchandise value
(GMV) of $4 billion, RedSeer
had predicted earlier.

A RedSeer survey 
found that 80%

of consumers are 
looking to spend 

on fashion 
categories during 
the festive sales

Fashion, beauty to 
drive e-com sales
this festive season

Flipkart has tied up with many 

value fashion brands. MINT

E-Tender Notice
DAHOD SMART CITY DEVELOPMENT LIMITED

Dahod Smart City Development Limited (DSCDL) invites online E-Tenders for “Development of Transit Hub
with Godowns, Dormitory cum Office and Animal Shelter on 55 Acres Greenfield Plot including site
development and infrastructure development like Water Supply, Sewerage, Storm Water, Roads, Street
Lighting on Design Build and Operate Basis including facility management, Operation and Maintenance
and marketing of services for a period of Five years” Tender ID : 430706

Estimated Cost (In Rs.) Rs. 29.28 Cr/-
EMD (In Rs.) Rs. 29,28,572/-
Tender Fee (In Rs.) Rs. 18,000/-
Bid Document Downloading start date 14/10/2020
Last Date for online Submission of Tender Document 02/11/2020

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS: (1) The tender document for this work can be downloaded from website
www.nprocure.com. (2) Other Details of NIT shall be seen on website. (3) One Copy of Technical Bid
including all drawings, data sheets and duly filled up formats excluding the Financial Bid along with original
Tender Fee and Bid Security to be submitted to the Owner up to 17.30 Hrs. on or before 09-11-2020 at
the below mentioned address: Chief Executive Officer, Dahod Smart City Development Limited, Jilla Seva
Sadan, Chhapri, Dahod-389151, Gujarat. By RPAD/ speed post only. Chief Executive Officer, DSCDL
reserves the right to accept or reject any or all tenders without assigning any reason thereof. This Tender
notice shall form a part of contract document.
Tender No. 02 of 2020-21 Chief Executive Officer
Phone: 6291005046 Email:dahodsmartcity20@gmail.com

DELHI JAL BOARD, GOVT. OF NCT OF DELHI
OFFICE OFTHE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER (P) SR. Il
ROOM NO. 307,VARUNALAYA PHASE-I, JHANDEWALAN

KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
“STOP CORONA:Wear Mask, Follow Physical Distancing, Maintain Hand Hygiene”.

NIT NO. 2/EE(P)SR.II/(2020-21)

S.
No.

Name of Work Estimated
Cost

Tender
Fee

Date release of
tender in e-procurement
solution and Tender ID

Last date/time of
receipt of tender

through e-procurement
solution

1. Rehabilitation of damage 900 mm dia. sewer line on
service lane along main road from Sector 1 to Sector-6,
7 & 9 Crossing in Dwarka sector under EE(C) Dwarka
on road no. 224

Item rate Rs.
1500/-

13.10.2020
2020_DJB_195570_1

3.11.2020 up to
3.00 PM

Further details in this regard can be seen at https://govtprocurement.delhi.gov.in

ISSUED BY P.R.O. (WATER)
Advt. No. J.S.V. 188 (2020-21) E.E. (P) SR-II




